
Minutes for Annual General Meeting

Monday, 14 November 2022 @ 19:00

At Lewende Woord Church

Present:
103 physical attendees and 21 Proxies

Item Description & Actions

1. Introduction

1.1 Opening & Welcoming
1.2 Attendance & Apologies
1.3 Quorum
1.4 Acceptance or Previous
Minutes

1.1 Chairman Kobus Wolvaardt welcomed everyone.
1.2 Thanked members attending, had a few apologies.
1.3 Qurom was reached.
1.4 No objections was received for previous minutes



Item Description & Actions

1.5 Area(Since 2002) 1.5 Currently the Area stands as Brummeria, Navors and Lydiana

Item Description & Actions

1.6 Goal & Mandate 1.6 Safety is our number 1 priority. As well as promoting the safety of our residents



Item Description & Actions

1.7 2021/2022- Directors - Kobus Walvaardt – Chairman
- Harish Jhupsee – Vice Chairman
- Marcus Nordan – Business Member Liaison & Marketing
- Chris Maritz – Communication

Volunteers - No Remuneration

Item Description & Actions

1.8 Acknowledgements Please refer to slides for all details. Page 7



Item Description & Actions

2. Communications Kobus explained the forms of communication that members can use to alert
emergencies or else communications.

Phone - manned by Mar-Louise - 071 132 6573
WhatsApp groups:
Brunaly Emergency – Crime Emergencies & urgent Communication
Brunaly Lief & Leed - Social Group
Email – brunalypark@gmail.com
Rules of engagement on Website

Note: Paying members have access to the alarms , the security vehicles,
security company and panic buttons.
Any suggestions are welcomed for creating a safe network for members.

In the case where you make a call, call the Control room and not the response
vehicle because the call can be logged and there can be an assessment of the
situation with a follow-up.
Control room TBC

New Logo’s to be uploaded to groups

Item Description & Actions

3. Legal Matters Many years ago this neighborhood took the Tshwane local government to the
high court because they gave us an unintelligent reason not to close down and
we got an interim order, we still have an interim order, they need to look at our
application and decide on it, it has been a decade and a half.
That puts us in a weird position, we do not have to apply like other
neighborhoods to close down and pay the fee, but at the same time it kind of
limits us to what we are allowed to do. Like we can close down, but we are not
allowed to allow back traffic

mailto:brunalypark@gmail.com


We do have a contract with Brinant, and tonight we are going to vote. We
already gave Notice to Brinant, but asked them to also tender as we have had
a long coming relationship with them.
We have 4 companies that will take part in this tender.

The debit order system, please consider becoming part of the debit order
system as it reduces the admin largely.

Item Description & Actions

4. Crime statistics

4.3 Incidents
Dec’21 - 2022

We are part of Garsfontein Police station - Sector 1

Kobus explained how we started to become part of the sector and how we
take hands
We had a lot of crime before we closed down.

Please refer to page 13 on the slides for incidents in 2002/2003

We do keep stats of crime in our area, and we are open to sharing the stats
with the CPF.

If you do have a crime that happened to you, please report it to our email or on
the Emergency group we keep a log.

Please refer to page 14 on the slides for incidents in 2020-2021

The report of the incidents was briefly discussed. Page 15 & 16 on the Slides



Item Description & Actions

5. Security Project Kobus explained that our strategy is to have a model where we collect money,
so that we have a steady income each month from where we contract in a
service provider but we also do some extra work like installing Cameras for our
Camera project
- Get cameras
- Get community to post on groups
- To Hasse people who are suspect (by Contacting Ditaba)
It makes the chances of them breaking in smaller, the fact that we have gate
guards they are there for deterrents, not to stop the crime.



Metal gate boards

- Eyes and Ears

What do you get if you are a member?
- Armed Response Vehicle
- Gate guards
- Fencing and gates (which we maintain to some extent)
- Number Plate recognition cameras at the gates (we pay a monthly fee for
that) It gives a warning when a suspect vehicle enters the gates and it
correlates with the police database.
-Community is very important
-Access to the response vehicle via

● Home alarm monitoring
● Cell phone
● Panic Button
● Community Radio
● Brunaly emergency WhatsApp group

We have the metal Brunaly Park Membership boards, we as Brunaly do not
deal with Brinant as individuals, the Individuals sign up with Brunaly, Brunaly
as a NPO bulk buy from the services provider.

We have been fairly successful as we are running a bit of a surplus which
allowed us to invest in a couple of cameras.

Membership boards are very important, they show the response vehicle that
you are participating and that we have contact details for you. And also helps
with marketing

Be on the lookout for scouts presenting as:
- Loiterers
- Cars looking out of place
- Dustbin diggers

Ask vehicle to engage
Prevention is better than cure

Item Description & Actions

6. Implementations Day Guards -
We had day guards from Ditaba for this month (November) hopefully we can
go to full time guards

Camera Network -
Ezviz Camera Project Last year we had a couple of cameras but this year we
ended up adding a crazy amount more +/- 50 Cameras.
A map was shown of the camera locations.

We do not have a model where Brunaly necessarily owns the camera’s, we
might contribute a portion to it. We prefer that the owner of the house own the
camera’s, to operate and maintain them and to look at their own cameras and
be used for their own security as well.

Recycling Project -
FREE services if the majority of the community participates. We start with one
type (currently plastic) and then build up to the rest as the participation
increases.



Item Description & Actions

7. Security Providers

- Security
Providers Test

Brunaly Board invited 4 companies (best priced companies) to tender for our
security project contract.

Each company was given an opportunity to present themself and the company
at the AGM.
Service provider representatives were asked to leave the room while another
company was presented.

Brinant (Our Current security provider) presented by:
Morne van Niekerk & Riaan Bam

Kilnerpark Sekuriteit | Security (KPS) presented by:
Klaas van der Kooi

Kabod presented by:
Zandre Oberholster & Wicus Nel

Ditaba (Nov’22 Day-Guards and some vehicle patrols) - presented by:
Richard & Chrisna Bruins

Alarm Reaction times were tested and time recorded for a week with 3 of the
tendered service providers. (This is the time it took the control room to contact
the owner of the Alarm)
It is important for our security provider to react.
Please refer to Page 27 on the slides for the result.

Kobus mentioned that both Ditaba and KPS’s Controlrooms functions great.

The service providers, reaction, guards and control rooms were discussed.

Item Description & Actions

8.1 Security Providers
Prices

Our current monthly bill from Brinant is R106 601.10 which is going to go up by
quite a bit.

The slide on Page 28 explained where we had the various options from the
different services providers.
Kobus stated that it would be great to move to a full time vehicle and full time
guards.

Standoff and back-up vehicles were explained
Brinant shared vehicles with the Greater Brummeria, Val de Grace,Silverton
Ridge, Lynwood Monour, Georgeville. - Brinant has multiple vehicles in the
Areas and the Back-up aspect is key.

KPS Shared Vehicle - Shared with Queenswood- Dedicated - will despatch
more of their own vehicles when needed



Kabod Shared with 3-4 km neighboring areas (will be managed on a weekly
basis) - Dedicated - will despatch more of their own vehicles when needed

Ditaba has a back-up vehicle right across from us at our neighboring estate -
Lynn de grace. They also make use of the other companies to dispatch armed
responses where and when needed.

Brunaly Park will be able to absorb the Once off fees.

Item Description & Actions

8.2 Annual Increase Slide 29 explained that we did not have an increase since 2019 and how the
numbers would look if we did have annual increases.



Item Description & Actions

8.3 Monthly Fees Brunaly’s Monthly fees were explained - Slide 30

Scanners were discussed and the effectiveness of having them.
Number Plate recognition cameras and the abilities that the services providers
offer in monitoring them were discussed.
Closing down the area during the day, court order and possible threats were
discussed.
We are allowed to close down but not allowed to stop someone from coming
in, and we are not allowed to significantly delay traffic because we have public
roads

ICASA Fees were discussed. - Both Brinant & Kabod will Invoice annually,
KPS and Ditaba absorbs the ICASA fee

Contract period lengths were discussed with annual increases.
All service providers are based on Psir price increases, and all contracts are
based on a 3 year contract.

Item Description & Actions

Vote 1

Vote 2

By a show of hands it was clearly indicated that more than 90% agreed that
they would choose to go to the highest option with full time guards and full time

By the show of hands Ditaba was voted for by more than 80% of attendees
including those with proxies
KPS came in second.

An option was given to do a paper ballot and no one felt the need.



Item Description & Actions

9. Participation Please refer to Pages 31,32 and 33 on the slides for the participation
indication.

Encourage those not participating to participate.

Alternatively the latest participation map will be loaded on the Website

10. Finances

Year End - Feb 2022

Income & Expenses Explained.

Settlement discount - discount given to someone who was 9 months behind
but caught up.
Bad debts Written off - We were still billing people who should not have been
billed,(with implementation of the new system) and we already went across the
year-end mark, so we rather wrote the amounts off than doing credit notes.
(Some of this might still have effect on year-end 2023
Netcash - Monthly fees that were still paid to Netcash (funds that were in our
account with them, even though we no longer used them. - there will be a
return payment from them in next Fin year)
R&M - General - Repair work on "brushcutter", Locks, remotes etc.
Camera Project - These were expenses for Brunaly - Next Fin year there is
currently about +/- R5000 added. (We received R2000 capital contribution for
this in the following fin year)
Administration - Mar-Louise
Marketing - Flyers + Banners

FNB Bank Account to be c



10.2 Current Bank
Balance

FNB Bank Account to be closed in December 2022.

November Standardbandk- Brinant and Admin, extra patrols still to be paid. .

11. Take Note The booms at Samon Bridge gate are broken.
All our booms have reached a point where it is no longer economical to try and
repair them. The Booms will have to be replaced in the new year.

12.Substitute Directors No Volunteers, No one opposed to the directors staying directors.

13. How to join Please refer to page 38 & 39 or you can visit the website for more information.

15. Conclusion - New Service provider appointed - Ditaba
- Monthly Fees will be increased with 13.4% to R775 pm
- Directors team … Directors stays directors for 2023

Marcus Norden mentioned, That the Garsfontein Sector 1 meetings are being
held at the church's chapel.
He also stated that the school and Church will back Brunaly with the security
provider and go along.
He gave an important note, Crime prevention and being proactive about crime
is 10 times more important than anything like armed response, you don't want
a shootout in your back-yard, you want to catch the guy before or when he
comes into the neighborhood, and in his opinion technology is the only real
solution to crime and the way forward.

The more people that are participating, the bigger the network, the better the
crime prevention becomes. The community's involvement in participation is of
absolute importance

Marcus mentioned that various new residents have told him that they moved to



our neighborhood because of how low our crime statistics are that we have for
years now.

Marcus Thanked Kobus & Celeste for their contribution, time, loving and caring
hearts that they have for the community.
Kobus Thanked Mar-Louise for her efforts and works.

16. Thank you Meeting adjourned


